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M G 4  /  grade 11  / 2nd Term  Period 3 Test 

 

 

Write about 120 words about one topic of the following: 
A) An essay about your parents’ house.    
B) An e-mail to your friend about “a time that you couldn’t stop laughing.” Your name is Ahmed and 

your friend’s name is Ali.  

                                     
                                                           

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Getting regular exercise is good for our health. Everyone knows that. But, then why doesn’t 
everyone exercise? Some people say they don’t have enough time because they are busy with work, 
school, and family obligations. However, making time for some exercise should be a priority for 
everyone. The following are just a few of the reasons why:  
        First of all, Exercising makes you feel good. When you have a bad day, or you feel stressed or 
angry about something, a little exercise can help you relax and improve your mood. Also, getting 
regular exercise can prevent depression. Secondly, Physical exercise helps prevent some diseases 
such as high blood pressure, diabetes, and certain types of cancer. A walk a day can help keep you 
healthy! Thirdly, Exercising helps you maintain a healthy weight and keeps you strong. Moreover, 
Exercising gives you more energy. You will feel less tired during the day if you are physically stronger 
and more active. Furthermore, Exercising helps you sleep better. If you have been active during the 
day you sleep better. And when you have slept better at night, you feel better during the day. 
       Finally, you should find an activity that you enjoy. You don’t have to go to the gym. You can go for 

a walk or a hike. Whenever you are active, you are doing something good for both your physical and 

mental health.  

A) Answer the following questions:  
1. What is the main idea of the text? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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2. How can physical exercising prevent depression? 

     ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

                3. What are the diseases that physical exercise prevent? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Why don’t some people exercise? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B) Choose the correct answer:  

1. According to the text, exercising makes people feel more ………………. . 

a) weak               b) energetic        c) depressed   d) lazy 

2. Making time for some …………………. should be a priority for everyone. 

a) food                  b) sleep             c) exercise                d) TV 

3.  If you have been active during the day you sleep ………………… 

 a) worse             b) angry        c) strong               d) better 

C) Put ( T ) for the true sentence and ( F ) for the false one: 

1. Exercising makes you feel bad.                                                              ( ………..… ) 

2. A walk day can keep you healthy.                                                         ( ………..… )    

   3. Food is good for our mental health.                                                              ( …………..)

 

3. Grammar:

1. Tom is ……………. young to watch that film.  

a. too                      b. more   c. enough   d. as  

2. He is the ………………. person they have ever met. 

a. strange  b. strangest              c. stranger   d. strangely 
3. Our parents always get …………………. when we are late.  

a. worrying         b. worried    c. worries   d. worry 

4. The …………………., white house is beautiful. 

a. wood, old   b. old, big     c. big, old             d. stone, big  

5. I was …………………… amused that I cried with laughter  

a. such          b. such as                 c. so that              d.so 

6. She ………………… English for three years.  

a. learned            b.is learning             c. has been learning        d. was learning 

7. …………….……. you tell me how to get to the library? 

a. Can                b. Have   c. Are               d. Shall 

8. I …………………..  the children would stop interrupting. 

a. only            b. wish    c. if                         d.  would 

1. It is disappointing to lose a game.                           (Use: Losing a game ………) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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2. The / the / smarter / read / more / you / you / become                       (Rearrange) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

1. Majid rollerblades very faster.                                                             ……………………. 

2. She has too money to buy a car.                                          ……………………. 

 

4. Vocabulary 
A ) Complete the following sentences using the suitable word from the box below : 

 

 genuine /wealth / mess/ marathon / milestone / nurturing / irritated 
   

1. Someone who feels annoyed is ….………….…… 

2. My mother is the most …………………. person I know. She loves taking care of our family. 

  3. The …………………… of a man in exile is home and the poverty of a man at home is exile. 

4. Thousands of runners participate in the ……………………… every year. 

 

B ) Choose the correct answer a , b or c : 

1. She is ………………… she can speak English and French perfectly.  

a. astonished   b. bilingual   c. lecture  d. hearty 

2. We used the tree for ……………………… during the storm. 

a. comfort                b. home              c. shelter            d. maintain 

3. It’s costing me ………………. to get my car fixed. 

a. guts                       b. spectators                  c. decades              d. megabucks 

    4. They had no money to ……………….. their house, so they used boxes as chairs. 

a. minimal              b. furniture   c. furnish           d. downsize 

5. The board game chess ……………..…... in India in the 6th century. 

a. started                          b. originated              c. created           d. revived 

6. The two words are …………………….. in meaning. 

a. downpats   b. prompt    c. equivalent  d. remark 

7. The building was built to ………………. the Great Fire of London. 

a. commemorate            b. ease               c. grand              d. worn 

8. We all have a ………………….. to our country. 

a. poverty                        b. hate              c. loyalty  d. claustrophic 

 

Finished 

With my best wishes 
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